The hiking tour
Hiking of the Tuffière de Rolampont
Marking :
Distance: 11 km
Duration by foot: 3h00
Duration by mountain bike: 1h30
MTB level: easy
From the tufa parking lot, you will follow the
tufeux marsh, climb up to the heights of the
villages of Faverolles to discover the archaeological museum. From there you will follow in the
footsteps of the Gallo-Roman to discover the

Tuff waterfall of Rolampont
site of the mausoleum (2 km long interpretation trail) before crossing the Mongessey
woods to observe the old bollards of the bishopric and, if you are lucky, the great wild
fauna that inhabit it (deer, stag, etc.).
The entire hiking circuit has been interpreted
in partnership with the Office National des
Forêts. 30 audio tracks are available on our
website to combine the pleasure of walking
with the pleasure of learning.

A natural site that can be visited!

Go to:
http://tufiere.tourisme-langres.com
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Presentation of the site

The village of Rolampont, well aware of the importance and fragility of the “tufière” has
entrusted its maintenance to the National Forest Office since 1972.
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Explanation of the phenomenon

Precipitations

This guarantees the protection of this rare ecosystem, particularly fragile and remarkable.
Indeed, the “tufière” of Rolampont is classified in the list of protected sites in
Haute-Marne as is the surrounding valley of Vaubrien as a natural zone of fauna and flora
of ecological interest.

In the open air, the bicarbonate decomponses :
The carbon gas is absorbed by the moss
(photosynthesis), thus causing the
precipitation of the dissolved lime wich
then forms TUFA.
A particular biological environment
where different mosses develop
wherever the water flows.

Infiltrations

All this heritage is recognized by the european board NATURA 2000.
In 1996, the site was adjusted to ensure the maximum security and safeguard of the
“tufière”.
Respectful of the biotope, a path has been created to guide hikers and enable them to
discover this living and active natural heritage, particularly remarkable and fragile.
For safety and security reasons, visitors are asked to stay on the prepared paths.

Imperbeable
Bajocian Marl

Water flowing underground
through limestone over a long
distance is saturated with
bicarbonate.

Start on the discovery path of this site, taking the route descending on your left to the
sign board “explication du phenomène”. You are leaving for a moment the markings of
your tour which you will rejoin at the end of your discovery trip.

The water, having deposited the
lime, goes on its way.

On the plateau of Langres, the rain water penetrates through the cracks of the
limestone. Its deep flow is halted by the presence of a waterproof layer of marl. The
water collected in this way accumulates into an underground layer. The excess water of
the layer flows out of the ground at spring level, upstream to the tufiere.
In the open air, the flowing water forms a small stream. The limestone dissolved in the
water settles on the vegetation and transfixes everything on its way, by a
physico-chemical reaction. The exterior heat and the presence of a specific microflora
which consumes carbon dioxide favours the petrification phenomenon.
Thus, is created and developed the tufiere, in its surrounding greenery wisely maintained
and renewed by the foresters of the National Forest Office.
This solidified mass of Rolampont’s tufiere is
the nicest and most important in the region.
On your right, go back up the stream to the
footbridge. Cross it and then turn left to access
the informations “types of moss”.
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Types of moss

The fossilized tufa

You are above the “tufière” of Rolampont formed almost 10,000 years ago.
Local people were not respectful of this site during the last centuries. The first human
presence in these parts date back to the Bronze Age (750 years BC). Afterwards, the tufa
underwent serious disturbances, especially in the 18th and 19th century, because of the
water being diverted, when a mill and then quarries were exploited one after the other
on the site.

Cratoneuron commutatum

Eucladium verticillatum

Gymnostomum calcareum

In the forest of Rolampont, the “tufière” lives and grows on the side of a north facing hillside, at the foot of fallen rocks covered by a beautiful beech and fern plantation.
The stream cascades down its naturally made steps covered in specific moss such as
“crotoneuron”. The limestone settles continuously on the moss. Very crumbly when it is
formed the tufa hardens to form this structure, masterpiece of nature, always changing in
its space.
A section of this cavernous sedimentary rock shows the moss and all the vegetation
around which it is formed.

Active TUFA site.

Fossilised TUFA site
(active several thousand years ago).
The forest takes over again.

A forest imprisoned
by TUFA.

Go back to the footbridge, continue straight on following the green and yellow markings
until the informations The « tufière » marsh.
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The local forest service watching over it knows
all of its secrets. At the moment the “tufière” is
awakening after years of difficult existence. The
rebirth is mostly linked to the protection given
by the forest environment.

The « tufière » marsh

You are crossing the “tufière” marsh which is either watery, or dry.
The water which comes from small surrounding sources flows along the waterproof
slopes of the marl surfaces.
On their route, it leaves excess limestone in the form of
crusted tufa mixed with peat. This is how the marsh of the
tufa slope is created.
We notice especially to the left a small depression, a sort of
little cascade, made by the forming tufa.
These original tufa environments often situated within
forests are typical of Langres’ plateau. They are generally
rare in France and shelter a specific flora, usually protected,
for example, marsh epipactis, vivacious swertie or gentiane
pneumonanthe.

The security barrier installed around the sensitive areas helps avoid damages and the
fragile ecosystem being trampled on.
Go along the enclosure for 50m to reach the information “The tufa quarry”.
6 The tufa quarry

Behind the active tufiere, the fossilized tufa is invaded by the forest. 10 to 15m in density
for a 350,000 m3 volume, it is very significant. It forms a viewpoint
allowing us to observe before us the active tufiere evolving.
The tuf was exploited in old quarries still visible dating back to the 19 th century. It is a
building material which is porous, light, insulating, fireproof and easy to cut, but which
was nonetheless relatively expensive.
We can see in this old quarry, a pit face rock, supporting walls in the tufa breeze-blocks

as well as left-over cuttings at the back.
The discovery path continues along the enclosure. On your
left, go over the river to reach the signpost “edification of a
tufière”.
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Edification of a « tufière »

Uses of TUFA :
- Chimney
- Insulating wall
- Paper-pulp making

The water flows slowly from
one poud to another, through
the moss, clown to the lowest
point.
The lime deposit and the
growing moss form little
cushions which gradually rise
up, building a natural dam.
Then the water changes its
course.
Thus, the formation of TUFA
leads to this characteristic, lay
-out of tiered pouds.
This slow construction results from a
delicate hydrological and biological balance.

A clear and fresh ripple flows down the small stream nourishing the tufière. The water
tirelessly continues to transfix all along its passage in this natural laboratory.
A fine white crust settles on the tiny plants and the small steps of the waterfall.
A branch lying in the water, the moss, the autumn leaves, seem frozen by the
mummifying limestone. This is how it went on for thousands of years.
This lovely example of a fragile but living natural environment, is the result of a
preserved and respected delicate hydrological and biological balance. It is also the fruit
of a lasting and meticulous management by the National Forest Office whose aim is to
guarantee the maintenance of the frail forest’s diversity.
Continue your visit by going down the stairs. There, go right on the small path leading up
past other walls artificially supporting the river bed. Stop once you have passed the river.
Walk along the latter to the source of the Tufière.

8 The “tufière” spring

At the “tufière” spring, the water coming out of the limestone is pure. The good quality
of the water is due to a good protection by the plateau’s forest cover.
The spring has a slow flow but never dries up. That’s why the tufière has existed for so
long.

After passing the tufière, the water regains the Marne in Rolampont via the stream of
Vaubrien.
This sort of resurgence is the most common; it is also found at the source of the Marne in
Balesmes-sur-Marne. The rain water penetrates the cracks of the limestone plateau. It
ends its underground journey on a waterproof clay floor and forms an underground
water pocket. It then comes out of the ground by an exit on the side of the hill thanks to
an uneven relief where the clay floor surfaces.
Go back and take the small path on the left, turn immediately to the right to descend to
the level of the fossil tuff and follow the "cliff" and its typical crevices.
9 The pit face rock

Cross the river then take a few steps in front of you to reach the barrier which towers
over the fossilized Tufière. Go to the bottom of the face by the small winding path. Once
down there, notice the inlayed holes in the quarry. Some are empty, and others are
filled.
They are in fact the imprints of fallen trees on the Tufière, when it was still active. Two
cases occur: in the first case, the trees wrapped in the tufa end up rotting and
disintegrating leaving holes now visible in the front of the face.
In the second case where the holes are filled, the trees are fossilized. Trapped in the tufa
thousands of years ago, the trunks have since then been preserved by the absence of air.
The wood began to rot when the face was opened.
At the end of the face, go right to see the ruins of the quarryman’s old shelter situated
50m away.
If you are only visiting
the tufa, go down the
stairs to the tufa's
parking lot. If you wish
to do the hiking tour,
return to the source to
leave the tufa discovery trail, and follow
the green and yellow
markings of your hike
again.
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